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About This Game

My Lands is a free online RTS where dark and light forces fight for Black Gem and dominion in a vast fantasy world.
Cooperation between players, joint economy development, creation of clans and alliances and elaboration of a team strategy
serve as the very foundation of the game. Player chooses one of four races to lead it to the victory through ruthless wars over

dominion in the universe of My Lands.

Main Features

No to "grind": a unique system of skills allows players to develop cities and heroes even while being offline.
Vast game world: infinite expanses of land to be explored and conquered by thousands of players in one universe.

Advanced quest system: even the most experienced gamers will be struck by the great number and variety of quests which
encourage faster development and help in making out your own game strategy.

Diplomacy, intelligence and trade: a well thought-out team strategy leads to victories in the world of My Lands.
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pointless playing this game on steam ruins have no black gems in them atm i have 17 ruin of different levels and no gems in any
of them and sorry but that is just shocking if they want new players on there server then they need to do something about it devs
are only interested in the browser servers since i guess thats where they get the most cash from yet to find a ruin there with no
gems so avoid playing on steam. really good an update would be good but its fine
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